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If you are
interested in taking
lessons with me,
these are the
conditions

Days available: Monday to Friday.
Days not available: Saturdays and Sundays.
Place: Skype

Material: All class material included, all tailored to the students needs.
Method: I teach in Spanish from the beginning, if you need to use English in class it won´t
be a problem but I usually encourage my students to speak in Spanish from the very
beginning, it’s fun! This classes are focused on speaking and understanding with some
writing practice on the side. We talk about Spanish culture to be able to understand what’s
behind the language through reading, music, videos or podcasts.
Cancelation policy: if you cancel 24 hours before the class starts, there is no charge.
Technical problems: rarely we will have this problems but, if the problem makes the class
impossible to follow after 15 minutes, we will postpone it, make up or add the time to the
package you have chosen.
Help: if you have questions about Spanish language outside class time, you can send
them to me and I will answer as soon as possible.
Holidays: flexible.
Levels
• Beginners: Learn all the basics and speak from the first day!
• Intermediate: Review the basics and improve what you know while you learn new
things!
• Advanced: Improve and practice what you know and learn a whole lot more!
European Levels:
• Beginners: A1, A2
• Intermediate: B1, B2
• Advanced: C1, C2

If you are interested
in taking classes with
me or if you have
more questions,
please don’t hesitate
to contact me.
¡Hasta pronto!
Delia Sánchez
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Why learning with me?
I love to teach.
I am very flexible.
I am available to answer questions outside of class time.
The material used is always targeted to my students’ needs.
No need of a book unless you need it for a specific reason (like an exam).
I write my own material or I use what I find on the internet that I consider is usefull
to my students.
7. Some easy to use tecnhologies are used to enhace the understanding of the
learning experience, and to remember what we learn in class.
8. Through discussion of Spanish culture, students will get a better understanding of
the language.
9. I send the material we use in class before the class starts.
10. I send a summary of the things we did in class.
11. I take into account the learning speed of my students.
12. By adapting my language to the level of my students, I encourage them to speak
and understand the language from the beginning.
13. The use of English is limited to complete beginners in order to clarify concepts or
when it is necessary.
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Technologies I use:

Google docs, Prezzi (presentations), Quizlet
(vocabulary), youtube o vimeo,
podcast, lecturas, interactive
exercises from
diﬀereent webs in
Spanish.

¡Hasta luego! Delia

